2015 Domaine Drouhin Oregon
Pinot Noir Laurène
About the Laurène Cuvée

Named after Véronique Drouhin’s elder daughter, Laurène is our flagship wine,
and is produced entirely from Pinot Noir grown on the family’s estate in the
Dundee Hills. All of the fruit is handpicked into small totes, destemmed,
fermented with indigenous yeasts, and then placed into French Oak barrels.
Once the vintage is safely in the cellar, Véronique begins the process of selecting
barrels which have an extra complexity, length and depth —
barrels which will work together as Laurène.
In recent years, Laurène has been named one of the “Great Wines of America”
by Paul Lukacs in his book of the same name and “perennially one of Oregon’s
best wines” by Portland Monthly Magazine. Writer Matt Kramer presented
Laurène in his Wine Spectator seminar, “21st Century Pinot Noir Greatness.”

The Vintage

The warm, long growing season of 2015 brought us a second straight harvest of
exceptional quality. Looking back, a warmer than average winter led to an early
budbreak and nearly six months of charmed growing conditions. Just before
harvest, the vineyards were able to enjoy some needed rain, but the skies were
largely clear. Starting on September 9, as temperatures cooled slightly, we
picked for nearly three weeks, bringing in exceptionally pristine, healthy fruit.
In bottle, 2015 echoes the stunning quality of 2014, but with its own character,
intensity and exquisite balance.

Véronique’s Tasting Notes

503-864-2700

Bottled: February 2017

3,076 cases produced

Our 2015 Cuvée Laurène is intensely aromatic and complex on the nose.
Aromas include dried flowers, violet, spices, blueberry and touch of
orange blossom. The palate is captivating, displaying great concentration,
with refined texture. It is beautifully balanced, with a long aftertaste.
I envision it will age very well over the next 15 years.
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Harvested: Sept. 9 - 26
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